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Abstract

Multi-issue allocation situations study problems where we have to divide an
estate among a group of agents. The claim of each agent is a vector specifying
the amount claimed by each agent on each issue. We present a two-stage rule
dividing first the estate among the issues following the constrained equal awards
rule. In the second stage the amount assigned to each issue is divided among the
agents proportionally to their demands on this issue.

Keywords: multi-issue allocation situations, proportional rule, constrained
equal awards rule.

1 Introduction

Bankruptcy situations study problems where an estate must be divided among several
claimants. The problem arises when the estate is not enough to cover all claims. A
typical example is when a firm goes bankrupt. The objective is to identify well-behaved
rules for dividing the estate among the agents. This literature originates in O’Neill
(1982) and Aumann and Maschler (1985). See Thomson (2003) for a survey.

In bankruptcy situations each agent’s claim is a number. In many real situations we
have to divide an estate among a group of agents, as in bankruptcy for instance, but the
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claim of each agent is a vector. In many Spanish Universities, once they have decided
on the total annual operating budget for each department, the procedure is as follows.
The university decides the money that will be assigned to the departments. The depart-
ments then submit a quantified request for each issue, typically research and teaching.
Finally, the university decides the amount each department receives. More examples
are: The European Community divides the budget among several issues (agriculture,
roads, research, ...) and each state (Spain, France, ...) has claims over the different
issues. The government of Spain divides the budget among several issues (health, ed-
ucation, ...) and each “Comunidad Autónoma” (Galicia, Madrid, Catalonia, ...) has
claims over the different issues. The government of Galicia divides the budget among
several issues (roads, education, ...) and each city council, “Concello”, (Vigo, Santiago
de Compostela, ...) has claims over the different issues. These kind of situations are
called multi-issue allocation (MIA) situations (Calleja et al 2005).

They are modeled as a 4-tuple (R,N,E, (cki)k∈R,i∈N) where R is the set of issues
(research and teaching in the university example). N is the set of agents (the depart-
ments). E is the estate (the amount the university wants to assign to the departments).
cki is the claim of agent i on issue k.

In bankruptcy situations a rule is a vector (fi)i∈N where fi is the amount assigned to
agent i. Three of the most popular bankruptcy rules are the Constrained Equal Awards
rule (CEA), the Constrained Equal Losses rule (CEL), and the Proportional rule (P ).

In multi-issue allocation situations, two approaches are possible. In approach 1, as
in bankruptcy, a rule is a vector (fi)i∈N where fi is the amount assigned to agent i. It
is followed in Calleja et al (2005), González-Alcón et al (2007), and Ju et al (2007).

Approach 2. We first divide the budget among the issues. Later, the amount
assigned to each issue is divided among the agents. With this approach a rule is a matrix
(fki)k∈R,i∈N where fki denotes the amount received by agent i on issue k. No agent
can give part of the amount assigned to a particular issue to another different issue.
This approach is more popular in many situations, for instance, in all the situations
mentioned above. Lorenzo-Freire et al (2008) and Bergantiños et al (2009) study the
two stage CEA rule. In the first stage the estate is divided among the issues following
the CEA bankruptcy rule. Later, the amount assigned to each issue is divided among
the agents following also the CEA bankruptcy rule. The same authors study the two
stage CEL rule. Moreno-Ternero (2006) and Bergantiños et al (2008) study the two
stage proportional rule.

Let us go back to the example of the Spanish universities. Usually, the university
authorities argue that research and teaching are two important issues of the university
and no one is more important than the other. In our model this idea can be applied
by claiming that the amount devoted to research and teaching should be as equal as
possible. However, within each issue (research or teaching) the authorities argue that
agents are, in general, different. Then, the amount they receive should recognize these
differences. For instance, in the university of Vigo, the amount each department receives
for research is proportional to the number of points the department obtains. The points
are computed taking into account publications, meetings, books, ... In our model this
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idea could be applied by claiming that the amount each agent receives in each issue is
proportional to his claim on the issue.

We then study the two stage rule which divides among the issues following the CEA
bankruptcy rule and inside each issue following the proportional bankruptcy rule. We
give two axiomatic characterizations of this rule. Both are obtained by combining
characterizations of the CEA bankruptcy rule and the proportional bankruptcy rule.
The first one combines the results of Yeh (2006) for the CEA rule and the ones of Chun
(1988) for the proportional rule. The second one combines the results of Herrero and
Villar (2002) for the CEA rule and the ones of Chun (1988) for the proportional rule.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce MIA situations. In
Section 3 we present our results.

2 Multi-issue allocation situations

In this section we introduce bankruptcy situations, multi-issue allocation situations,
and some rules.

A bankruptcy situation is a triple (N,E, c). N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of agents.
The estate E ≥ 0 represents the amount to be divided among the agents. Finally
c = (ci)i∈N ∈ RN

+ and ci denotes the claim of player i. It is assumed that 0 ≤ E ≤
∑
i∈N

ci.

When no confusion arises we use (E, c) instead of (N,E, c).

A bankruptcy rule is a map ψ that associates with each bankruptcy situation (E, c)
a vector ψ(E, c) ∈ RN satisfying that

∑
i∈N

ψi(E, c) = E and 0 ≤ ψi(E, c) ≤ ci for each

i ∈ N .
The proportional rule (P ) is defined for each i ∈ N as Pi(E, c) = λci where λ

satisfies
∑
i∈N

λci = E.

The constrained equal awards rule (CEA) is defined for each i ∈ N as CEAi(E, c) =
min{λ, ci} where λ satisfies

∑
i∈N

min{λ, ci} = E.

We now introduce several properties of bankruptcy rules following Thomson (2003).

Conditional full compensation (FC). For each bankruptcy problem (E, c) and each
i ∈ N, if

∑
j∈N

min {cj, ci} ≤ E, then ψi(E, c) = ci.

Claims monotonicity (CM). For each bankruptcy problem (E, c) and each i, j ∈ N,
if cj ≥ ci, then ψj(E, c) ≥ ψi(E, c).

No advantageous transfer (NAT ). For each (E, c), (E, c′), and M ⊂ N such that
ci = c′i when i ∈ N \M and

∑
i∈M

c′i =
∑
i∈M

ci, then
∑
i∈M

ψi(E, c) =
∑
i∈M

ψi(E, c
′). This

property can be defined in a strong way by claiming, ψi(E, c) = ψi(E, c
′) for all i ∈

N \M. The idea is that no group of agents should receive more by transferring claims
among themselves.
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Composition down (CD). For each (E, c) and each E ′ ∈ R such that E ′ ≥ E,
f(E, c) = f(E, f(E ′, c)).

Calleja et al (2005) introduce multi-issue allocation situations generalizing bankruptcy
situations.

A multi-issue allocation (MIA) situation is a 4-tuple (R,N,E,C), where R =
{1, . . . , r} is the set of issues. N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of agents. E ≥ 0 is the
estate to be divided. C = (cki)k∈R,i∈N ∈ RR×N

+ and cki represents the amount claimed
by agent i ∈ N on issue k ∈ R. We assume 0 ≤ E ≤

∑
k∈R

∑
i∈N

cki.

Note that a bankruptcy situation is a MIA situation with |R| = 1.

For defining a rule we have two possibilities: to assign to each agent a part of the
estate (Calleja et al 2005, González-Alcón et al 2007, and Ju et al 2007), or to specify
the amount each agent receives in each issue (Lorenzo-Freire et al 2008, Moreno-Ternero
2006, Bergantiños et al 2008 and 2009, and this paper).

A multi-issue allocation (MIA) rule f is a map that associates with each MIA
situation (R,N,E,C) a matrix f(R,N,E,C) ∈ RR×N satisfying:

• 0 ≤ fki(R,N,E,C) ≤ cki for each k ∈ R and each i ∈ N.

•
∑
k∈R

∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E,C) = E.

Notice that we are assuming, as in the examples given in the Introduction, that
agents cannot make transfers among issues. Namely, the amount a department receives
in teaching (research) cannot be spent in research (teaching).

Lorenzo-Freire et al (2008) define a two-stage procedure to define MIA rules from
bankruptcy rules. They first apply a bankruptcy rule for dividing the estate among the
issues. Later, the amount assigned to each issue is divided among the agents claiming
on this issue. We follow the same idea considering that the bankruptcy rule used at
each step can be different.

Let ψ and φ be two bankruptcy rules and let (R,N,E,C) be a MIA situation. The
two-stage rule fψ,φ(R,N,E,C) is the MIA rule obtained from the following two-stage
procedure:

1. First stage. Consider the so-called bankruptcy situation among the issues (R,E, cR),
where cR = (cR1 , . . . , c

R
r ) ∈ RR denotes the vector of total claims in the issues, i.e.

for each k ∈ R, cRk =
∑
i∈N

cki . The amount E is divided among the issues using

the bankruptcy rule ψ.

2. Second stage. For each k ∈ R, consider the bankruptcy situation given by
(N,ψk(R,E, c

R), (cki)i∈N) and apply the bankruptcy rule φ.

For each k ∈ R and each i ∈ N we define

fψ,φki (R,N,E,C) = φi(N,ψk(R,E, c
R), (cki)i∈N).
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3 The mixed rule

In many Spanish universities, when deciding the annual operating budget that each de-
partment will receive, the procedure is as follows. The university decides the money that
will be assigned to the departments. The departments submit a quantified amount for
each issue, typically research and teaching. Finally, the university decides the amount
each department will receive for each issue.

The university authorities argue that research and teaching are two important issues
of the university and no one is more important than the other. In our model this idea can
be applied by claiming that the amount devoted to research and teaching should be as
equal as possible. Nevertheless, within each issue (research or teaching) the authorities
argue that agents are, in general, different. Then, the amount they receive should
recognize these differences. For instance, in the university of Vigo, the amount each
department receives for research is proportional to the number of points the department
obtains. The points are computed taking into account publications, meetings, books,
... In our model this idea could be applied by claiming that the amount each agent
receives in each issue is proportional to his claim on the issue.

We then study the two stage rule which divides among the issues following the CEA
bankruptcy rule and inside each issue following the proportional bankruptcy rule. We
give two axiomatic characterizations which are obtained by combining characterizations
of the CEA bankruptcy rule and the proportional bankruptcy rule.

The two-stage constrained equal awards (CEA) - proportional (PRO) rule is the
two-stage MIA rule fψ,φ where ψ = CEA and φ = P . Then, fCEA,P is defined as
follows: for each (R,N,E,C), each k ∈ R, and each i ∈ N ,

fCEA,Pki (R,N,E,C) = Pi
(
N,CEAk(R,E, c

R), (cki)i∈N
)
.

It is obvious that fCEA,P can be rewritten as
cki
cRk

min{λ, cRk } where λ satisfies∑
k∈R

min{λ, cRk } = E.

Theorem 4 in Thomson (2003) presents several characterizations of the CEA bank-
ruptcy rule obtained, among others, by Herrero and Villar (2002) and Yeh (2006). In
Theorem 8 he presents several characterizations of the proportional bankruptcy rule
obtained, among others, by Chun (1988) and Young (1988).

Our axiomatic characterizations are obtained by combining these characterizations.
This is not a trivial issue. For instance, Young (1988) characterizes the proportional
bankruptcy rule with self duality and composition down. Self duality is defined in MIA
situations as in bankruptcy situations (Bergantiños et al 2009). Since fCEA,P does not
satisfy self duality, we cannot use this result for obtaining a characterization of fCEA,P .

We give two axiomatic characterizations of fCEA,P . The first one combines the
results of Yeh (2006) and Chun (1988). The second one combines the results of Herrero
and Villar (2002) and Chun (1988).
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We now extend bankruptcy properties to MIA properties. In some cases the def-
inition is the same, as in the case of composition down. In other cases the properties
are adapted by claiming them among the issues or within each issue.

No advantageous transfer inside the issues (NATI). Let (R,N,E,C), (R,N,E,C ′),
k ∈ R, and M ⊂ N , such that

∑
i∈M

c′ki =
∑
i∈M

cki and c′li = cli when l ∈ R \ {k} or

i ∈ N \M. Then for each i ∈ N \M ,

fki(R,N,E,C) = fki(R,N,E,C
′).

NATI says that if a group of agents redistribute their claims inside an issue, the
amount assigned to the other agents in this issue does not change.

Conditional full compensation among the issues (FCA). For each (R,N,E,C) and

each k ∈ R such that
∑
l∈R

min

{∑
i∈N

cli,
∑
i∈N

cki

}
≤ E,

∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E,C) =
∑
i∈N

cki.

Suppose that the estate is sufficient to satisfy all the claims in the issues truncated
by the total claim in issue k. FCA says that the total amount allocated to issue k must
coincide with its total claim. Note that FCA can be rewritten as fki(R,N,E,C) = cki
for all i ∈ N instead of

∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E,C) =
∑
i∈N

cki.

Claims monotonicity among the issues (CMA). For each (R,N,E,C), each k ∈ R,
and each (R,N,E,C ′) such that

∑
i∈N

cki ≤
∑
i∈N

c′ki and cli = c′li for each l ∈ R \ {k} and

i ∈ N , ∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E,C) ≤
∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E,C
′).

CMA says that if the total claim of an issue increases, then the total allocation
assigned to this issue cannot decrease.

Composition down is defined as in bankruptcy situations.
Composition down (CD). For each (R,N,E,C) and each E ′ ∈ R such that E ′ ≥ E,

f(R,N,E,C) = f(R,N,E, f(R,N,E ′, C)).

Theorem 1
(a) If |N | ≥ 3, fCEA,P is the unique rule satisfying FCA, CMA, and NATI.
(b) fCEA,P is the unique rule satisfying CD, FCA, and NATI.

Proof of Theorem 1.
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Using similar arguments to those used in Bergantiños et al (2008, 2009) we can
prove that fCEA,P satisfies FCA, CMA, CD, and NATI.

(a) We now prove that fCEA,P is the only one. Let f be a rule satisfying FCA,
CMA, and NATI. We first prove the following claim.

Claim 1 For each k ∈ R,∑
i∈N

fki (R,N,E, c) =
∑
i∈N

fCEA,Pki (R,N,E, c) .

Proof of Claim 1. Let q = (qki)k∈R,i∈N be such that for each k ∈ R, (qki)i∈N
belongs to the simplex in RN . For each bankruptcy problem (R,E, (xk)k∈R), we define
the bankruptcy rule f q such that for each k ∈ R,

f qk (R,E, (xk)k∈R) =
∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E, (qkixk)k∈R,i∈N).

Since f is a MIA rule, f q is a bankruptcy rule. We now prove that f q satisfies FC
and CM in bankruptcy situations.

• FC. Let k ∈ R be such that
∑
l∈R

min {xl, xk} ≤ E. Thus,
∑
l∈R

min

{∑
i∈N

qlixl,
∑
i∈N

qkixk

}
≤ E. Since f satisfies FCA, fki(R,N,E, (qlixl)l∈R,i∈N) = qkixk for all i ∈ N .
Hence, f qk (R,E, (xk)k∈R) =

∑
i∈N

qkixk = xk.

• CM. Let k, k′ ∈ R be such that xk ≥ xk′ . Thus,
∑
i∈N

qkixk ≥
∑
i∈N

qk′ixk′ . Since f

satisfies CMA,

f qk (R,E, (xl)l∈R) =
∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E, (qlixl)l∈R,i∈N)

≥
∑
i∈N

fk′i(R,N,E, (qlixl)l∈R,i∈N)

= f qk′(R,E, (xl)l∈R).

Yeh (2006) proves that CEA is the unique bankruptcy rule satisfying FC and CM.
Thus, f q = CEA.

Consider (xk)k∈R and q such that xk =
∑
i∈N

cki and qki = cki

xk
for each (k, i) ∈ R×N .

Now, it is trivial to deduce that Claim 1 holds. �

We now prove that for each k ∈ R and i ∈ N ,

fki(R,N,E, (clj)l∈R,j∈N) = fCEA,Pki (R,N,E, (clj)l∈R,j∈N).
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Let dk = (dlj)l∈R\{k},j∈N ∈ RR\{k}×N
+ . For each bankruptcy problem (N,E, (yi)i∈N)

we define the bankruptcy rule fd
k

such that for each i ∈ N

fd
k

i (N,E, (yj)j∈N) = fki(R,N,E
d, (dlj)l∈R,j∈N)

where dkj = yj and Ed satisfies min

{
λd,
∑
i∈N

dki

}
= E and

∑
l∈R

min

{
λd,
∑
i∈N

dli

}
= Ed.

Then, fd
k

= P .

We first prove that fd
k

is well defined, namely, that it is a bankruptcy rule.

• Since f is a MIA rule, for each i ∈ N ,

0 ≤ fki(R,N,E
d, (dlj)l∈R,j∈N) ≤ dki = yi.

• By Claim 1,∑
i∈N

fd
k

i (N,E, (yj)j∈N) =
∑
i∈N

fki(R,N,E
d, (dlj)l∈R,j∈N)

=
∑
i∈N

fCEA,Pki (R,N,Ed, (dlj)l∈R,j∈N)

= min

{
λ,
∑
i∈N

dki

}

where
∑
l∈R

min

{
λ,
∑
i∈N

dli

}
= Ed. Thus, λ = λd and hence,

∑
i∈N

fd
k

i (N,E, (yj)j∈N) =

min

{
λd,
∑
i∈N

dki

}
= E.

We now prove that fd
k

satisfies NAT in bankruptcy situations. Let (N,E, y),
(N,E, y′), and M ⊂ N such that yi = y′i when i ∈ N \M and

∑
i∈M

y′i =
∑
i∈M

yi. Thus,

d′li = dli when l ∈ R \ {k} or i ∈ N \M and
∑
i∈M

d′ki =
∑
i∈M

y′i =
∑
i∈M

yi =
∑
i∈M

dki.

For each i ∈ N \M ,

fd
k

i (N,E, y′) = fki(R,N,E
d′
, (d′lj)l∈R,j∈N).

Since f satisfies NATI,

fki(R,N,E
d′
, (d′lj)l∈R,j∈N) = fki(R,N,E

d′
, (dlj)l∈R,j∈N).

By Claim 1, it is easy to deduce that Ed = Ed′
. Then,

fki(R,N,E
d′
, (dlj)l∈R,j∈N) = fd

k

i (N,E, y).
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Hence fd
k

satisfies NAT . Since P is the unique bankruptcy rule satisfying NAT
(Chun, 1988), fd

k
= P .

We define dk such that for each l ∈ R \ {k} and each j ∈ N , dlj = clj. Moreover,
we take yj = dkj = ckj for all j ∈ N . Because of the definition of CEA it is easy to
conclude that CEAk(R,E, c

R)d = E. Now

fki(R,N,E, c) = fd
k

i (N,CEAk(R,E, c
R), (ckj)j∈N)

= Pi(N,CEAk(R,E, c
R), (ckj)j∈N)

= fCEA,Pki (R,N,E, (clj)l∈R,j∈N).

(b) The proof of the uniqueness is similar to case (a) and we omit it. �

We prove that the properties used in Theorem 1 are independent. Let α be the
bankruptcy rule in which we fulfill the claims by increasing order. Namely, given (E, c)
such that c1 ≤ c2 ≤ .... ≤ cn we can find j ∈ N satisfying

∑
i≤j

ci ≤ E <
∑

i≤j+1

ci. Thus,

αi(E, c) = ci when i ≤ j, αj+1(E, c) = E −
∑
i≤j

ci and αi(E, c) = 0 when i > j + 1.

Let δ be the bankruptcy rule defined by Herrero and Villar (2002).

Next tables show that the properties used in Theorem 1 are independent. The proofs
are left to the reader.

Table 1: Independence of the properties in Theorem 1 (a).

Properties / Rules fP,P fα,P fCEA,CEA

FCA No Yes Yes
CMA Yes No Yes
NATI Yes Yes No

Table 2: Independence of the properties in Theorem 1 (b).

Properties / Rules fP,P f δ,P fCEA,CEA

FCA No Yes Yes
CMA Yes No Yes
NATI Yes Yes No
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